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Dressing tools for abrasive wheels

Presentation
The  company  eledia has  been
producing  dressing  tools  for  abrasive
wheels  since 1994. Passion,  research,
innovation,  investments  and a  detailed
control of all the production stages let us
produce  high  quality  tools;  this  also
allowed  us  to  appear  among  other
partners  who  operate  in  the  field  of
precision mechanics.

The modern precision grinding

Modern grinding has to fully satisfy the
following basic elements:

✔ a quick

✔ an economic

✔ an accurate

✔ a reliable processing

The keys to success lie in a precise and
effective dressing of the abrasive wheel
in alumina oxide or silicon carbide. The
aims of dressing are:

✔ to  restore  the  true  running  and
geometric form of the abrasive rim

✔ to  restore  the  essential  surface
texture of the grinding wheel

✔ to clean the cutting surface

Dressing exposes a new cutting surface
on the grinding wheel. The appropriate
dressing  tool  must  be  fixed  firmly  in
place. The dressing movements (cross-
feed and in-feed) may be carried out by
the dressing tool or the grinding wheel,
the path of the dressing tool relative to
the  wheel  determining  the  eventual
shape of the grinding wheel. Diamond is
harder and more resistant to wear than
any other known material, that makes it
ideal for dressing operations.
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Single-point diamond dressers

Single-point natural diamond dressers

The single-point diamond tool

Single-point  diamond  dressers  are
made with specially selected diamonds.

The  natural  diamond
crystal in its octahedral
shape  offers  six  work
points at most. As it is
a natural  product,  it  is
unusual to find crystals
which  bring  in their

best  in  terms of  shape and impurities.
Our  experience,  matured  during  the
years,  let  us  single  out  the  best

features;  consequently  we  obtained  a
product  offering  a  good  price-quality
relationship. It  is  advisable  to  use
unfinished  natural  diamonds.  Actually

grinding removes the
superficial  layer,
which  is  more
resistant to abrasion.

Choosing your 
tool

The  diamond's  weight  must  be
proportional to the diameter and to the

rim of the wheel to be ground. Hereby a
table showing the relationship between
the  diamond's  weight  and  the
diameter/rim. Next stage is choosing the
diamond's  quality.  Then  you  need  to
select the suitable shank to be fixed on
the machine. It is of prime importance to
make sure that the tool is well-fixed on a
stable  support,  being  exempt  from
vibrations. It is also important to check if
the  feed-  and  the  removal  quotas
correspond  to  those  mentioned  in  the
concerning table.

Graph showing the optimal study of the tool.
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Single-point natural diamond dressers

Diamond's weight and tolerances. Values in carats

MIN 0,05 0,09 0,13 0,18 0,23 0,28 0,39 0,46 0,61 0,86 1,11 1,41 1,71 2,16 2,71

NOM. 0,05 0,10 0,15 0,20 0,25 0,30 0,40 0,50 0,75 1,00 1,30 1,50 2,00 2,50 3,00

MAX 0,08 0,12 0,17 0,22 0,27 0,38 0,45 0,60 0,85 1,10 1,40 1,70 2,15 2,70 3,10

Quality of the selected diamonds

Quality description

L
✔ Industrial quality
✔ One work point
✔ The impurities do not jeopardize the processing

M

✔ Medium industrial quality
✔ Two, three work points
✔ Reasonable  quantity  of  impurities  which  do  not

jeopardize the use
✔ Tools are suitable for being re-mounted.

H

✔ Very good industrial quality
✔ Three, four work points
✔ Few impurities and slight inner splits
✔ Tools are suitable for being re-mounted

Standard production list

type carats type carats type carats

H010 0,10

L015 0,15 M015 0,15 H015 0,15

L020 0,20 M020 0,20 H020 0,20

L025 0,25 M025 0,25 H025 0,25

L030 0,30 M030 0,30 H030 0,30

L040 0,40 M040 0,40 H040 0,40

L050 0,50 M050 0,50 H050 0,50

L075 0,75 M075 0,75 H075 0,75

L100 1,00 M100 1,00 H100 1,00

L130 1,30 M130 1,30 H130 1,30

L150 1,50 M150 1,50 H150 1,50

L200 2,00 M200 2,00 H200 2,00

M250 2,50

M300 3,00
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Single-point natural diamond dressers

Standard shanks

Information about the typology of shanks
To get the diamonds mounted, we need
to make a hole in the axial direction of
the shank.  The hole's dimensions vary
in  accordance  with  the  weight  of  the
diamond  to  be  set.  It  is  important,
therefore,  to  take  into  account  the

dimensions  of  the  hole  while  studying
the  shank.  The  following  table  shows
the  diameters  and  the  depth  of  the
diamond's  seat-hole  in  relation  to  its
weight.  You  need to  add an  adequate
metal  thickness  to  the  hole's

dimensions. Columns “diameter”, “head”
and  “height”  show  the  minimum
dimensions of the head in relation to the
diamond's weight. 

carats max. Ø hole h hole Ø head h head

0,50 6,0 7 8,0 10

0,75 7,0 7 9,0 10

1,50 8,5 7 11,0 10

2,50 10,0 7 12,0 10

Work positions and advised parameters

Great care should be taken in mounting
the  diamond  dresser  in  position.  The
tool  must  be  clamped  rigidly  to  the
holder the machine is equipped with.  It
must  avoid  vibrations  once  dressing
begins  and  it  must  be  positioned  in

accordance  with  the  above-mentioned
angles.  Avoid  to  load  the  tool  with
removal- and feed rates higher than the
advised  ones.  A  plentiful  supply  of
coolant  should  be  directed  at  the
diamond point  while dressing. As soon

as  the  cutting  power  decreases,  it  is
advisable to make a 60° rotation on its
own  axis.  Avoid  that  the  diamond
reaches a flat larger than 1mm².
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Single-point synthetic diamond dressers

Synthetic diamond tools

Synthetic  diamond  tools  offer
undeniable advantages. First of all, the
use  of  a  diamond  crystal  obtained  by
means  of  sophisticated,  technological
processes. The careful control of these
processes  let  us  obtain  intact,  pure,
reliable and reproducible materials. The
material's purity goes well together with
the shape too. Actually, tools made with
this raw material keep the same cross-
section  all  the  tool-life  long.  This
category  results  to  be  very  reliable
especially  for  modern  CNC  machines
and  above  all  for  unattended  devices.
There  are  two  categories  of  tools:  the
first  one  concerns  diamonds  obtained
by  means  of  the  so-called  CVD
technological  process;  the  second
concerning diamonds obtained with the

technological  process  MD.  Briefly,  the
CVD  process  (called  after  the  English
acronym  Chemical  Vapour  Deposition)
consists  of  an  increase  of  a  diamond
layer (that is pure C carbon) on a very
thin silicon substrate using pure gases
(hydrogen  H2 and  methane  CH4).
Obviously,  all  the  physical-chemical
conditions  are  monitored  during  this
process.  This  is  a  very  simple  and
cheap  process,  which  provides  with  a
material  having  not  a  specific  atomic
orientation;  consequently the tool  does
not need to be oriented.

The  synthetic  diamond  obtained  by
means of the MD process consists of an
increase  of  a  single,  big  diamond
crystal,  in  suitable  physical-chemical

conditions  and  thanks  to  catalytic
converters.  Then the crystal  is  suitably
sectioned  by  laser  or  saw  cut.  The
crystal's  atoms  are  therefore
conveniently oriented; consequently, the
best  performances  are  obtained  if  the
tool works along its main force line, that
is between the edges. If the tool works
along the flaking levels (that is between
the upper and the lower side), the work
point  gets  worn  and  its  performances
decrease. MD process is costly; this is
the  reason  why  tools  are  more
expensive  even  being  the  dimensions
equal.  Our  experience led us to  study
this range of tools that are surely going
to  fulfil  the  requests  of  the  most
demanding operators.

Standard shanks
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Single-point synthetic diamond dressers

Standard production list concerning manual grinding-machines

type SxSxH diagonal wheel's grit machines

CD065 0,6x0,6x5 0,85 80 - 120

se
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au
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tic
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nd

m
an

u
al

 g
rin

di
ng

CD085 0,8x0,8x5 1,13 46 - 80

CD125 1,2x1,2x5 1,70 special
conditions

CD155 1,5x1,5x5 2,13 special
conditions

Standard production list concerning CNC grinding-machines.

type SxSxH diagonal

MD023 0,2x0,2x3 0,30

MD033 0,3x0,3x3 0,40

MD044 0,4x0,4x4 0,60

MD064 0,6x0,6x4 0,80

MD084 0,8x0,8x4 1,10

MD124 1,2x1,2x4 1,70

Internal wheel dressing: how to choose the tool.

m
ax

im
um
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s 
   

40 MD044
MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

20 MD044
MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

10
MD023
MD033 MD044

MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

Ø10 Ø20 Ø40 Ø60 Ø80 Ø100

maximum wheel's diameter
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tool code wheel grit

MD044 – MD064 - MD084 60

MD044 – MD064 - MD084 80

MD044 – MD064 100 - 120

MD044 150 - 180

MD023 – MD033 - MD044 220 - 320



Single-point synthetic diamond dressers

Big wheel dressing: how to choose the tool

m
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40
MD064
MD084

multiple
tools

multiple
tools

multiple
tools

30
MD064
MD084

MD064
MD084

multiple
tools

multiple
tools

20

MD044
MD064
MD084

MD044
MD064

MD044
MD064

multiple
tools

10

MD044
MD064
MD084

MD044
MD064
MD084

MD044
MD064
MD084

MD044
MD064
MD084
MD124

Ø200 Ø300 Ø400 Ø500

maximum wheel's diameter

Work positions and advised parameters
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tool code wheel grit

MD124 46

MD084 60

MD064 80 - 100

MD044 120 - 150



Diamond profilers

Shaped diamond tools

Natural diamond profilers are employed
on special devices or on CNC machines
for  dressing  special  profiles  on  the
abrasive  wheels.  Eledia's  ones  are
made  in  accordance  with  a  rigid  and
well-controlled  production  process.
Profilers  must  guarantee  the  greatest
resistance to abrasion and a geometric

profile not much moving away from the
ideal  one.  The  selection  of  natural
diamonds  is  of  primary  importance.
They must respond suitably to economic
criteria  and  to  important  purity-  and
shape  features  (no  impurities  and
splits).  Grinding  is  made  on  reliable
machines  and  under  a  constant,  high

resolution  optical  control.  Moreover
these diamonds are polished in such a
way that the flaking planes run parallel
to  the  cutting  edge.  All  this  originates
very  reliable  profilers,  with  a  good
quality-price relationship

Standard tools

DIAFORM angles and radii L models

Standard diamond's
weight

min. 0,25 ct.
÷

max. 0,75 ct.

It can vary on the
basis of the kind of

shape being produced

ß = 18° ÷ 60°

R = 0,05 ÷ 1,00 mm

other radii and angles can be
produced upon request

it is advisable to use the widest
angle and the biggest radius

you can

36 AT,ATR,BT,BTR

45,5 2A–2AR–2B-2BR
3A–3AR–3B-3BR
4A–4AR–4B-4BR

50/1-50/2-10/2
6/1-6/2-12/1-12/2
8/1-8/2-14/1-14/2

58 5/4 – 6/4
12/4 - 14/4

FORTUNA angles and radii L

Standard diamond's
weight
1,00 ct.

Upon request, tools
with a diamond

weighing :
0,50 ct.
0,75 ct.

are available

ß = 55°

R = 0,200 mm

other radii and angles can be
produced upon request

it is advisable to use the widest
angle and the biggest radius

you can

42 mm

other dimensions or sketches
can be produced upon request

SCHAUDT angles and radii L

Standard diamond's
weight
1,00 ct.

Upon request, tools
with a diamond

weighing:
0,50 ct.
0,75 ct.

are available

ß = 70°

R = 0,400 mm

other radii and angles can be
produced upon request

it is advisable to use the widest
angle and the biggest radius

you can

44 mm

other dimensions or sketches
can be produced upon request
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Natural diamond profilers

Standard tools

MSO angles and radii L

Standard diamond's
weight
0,30 ct:

ß = 60°

R = 0,100

other radii and angles can be
produced upon request

it is advisable to use the widest
angle and the biggest radius

you can

24 mm

CYLINDRICAL angles and radii L

Standard diamond's
weight
0,50 ct.

ß = 18° ÷ 60°

R = 0,05 ÷ 1,00 mm

other radii and angles can be
produced upon request

50 ÷ 100 mm

other dimensions or sketches
can be produced upon request

CYLINDRICAL WITH
REFERENCE

PLANES

angles and radii L

Standard diamond's
weight
0,50 ct.

ß = 18° ÷ 60°

R = 0,05 ÷ 1,00 mm

other radii and angles can be
produced upon request

50 ÷ 100 mm

other dimensions or sketches
can be produced upon request

Work positions and advised parameters

How to choose the tool
Choosing the tool means to select, first
of  all,  the  kind  of  shank  being
assembled to the machine; next step is
the  tool  geometry,  radius  and  angle
always  being  the  widest  possible  in
comparison  with  the  (profile)  needs  of
the abrasive wheel. The weight can vary

according  to  the  kind of  shank and to
the  tool''s  geometry.  It  is  advisable  to
agree  the  suitable  weight  of  the
diamond with our technical dept. Finally
you  need  to  choose the  diamond;  our
standard  is  represented  by  the  NAA
diamonds, offering a good quality-price

relationship.  For  a  difficult  dressing,
needing  an  extreme  resistance  of  the
tool  to  abrasion,  we  recommend  to
choose the MCC kind. Anyway it would
be preferable to seek the advice of our
technical dept.
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Natural diamond profilers

Tools list

code kind of
shank

angle radius L diamond's
weight

kind of
diamond

553010 DIAFORM 40° 0,125 45,5 0,30 ct. NAA

350040 DIAFORM 40° 0,250 45,5 0,30 ct. NAA

553000 DIAFORM 40° 0,500 45,5 0,50ct. NAA

350042 DIAFORM 60° 0,125 45,5 0,30 ct. NAA

750010 DIAFORM 60° 0,250 45,5 0,30 ct. NAA

750012 DIAFORM 60° 0,500 45,5 0,30 ct. NAA

0069 DIAFORM 60° 0,500 36 0,30 ct. NAA

0247 DIAFORM 30° 0,250 45,5 0,50 ct. NAA

0249 DIAFORM 30° 0,500 45,5 0,75 ct. NAA

350000 FORTUNA 60° 0,125 42 0,50 ct. NAA

300000 FORTUNA 60° 0,500 42 0,50 ct. NAA

553030 FORTUNA 60° 0,500 42 0,75 ct. NAA

553040 FORTUNA 60° 0,250 42 1,00 ct. NAA

0129 SCHAUDT 60° 0,800 44 1,00 ct. MAC

0360 SCHAUDT 40° 0,500 44 0,75 ct. MAC

0230 SCHAUDT 40° 0,500 44 0,75 ct. NAA

350028 MSO 60° 0,100 24 0,30 ct. NAA

350020 CYLINDRICA
L

40° 0,125 Ø12x80 0,30 ct. NAA

350022 CYLINDRICA
L

40° 0,125 Ø10x80 0,30 ct. NAA

350030 CYLINDRICA
L

40° 0,250 Ø10x50 0,30 ct. NAA

553050 CYLINDRICA
L

30° 0,250 Ø10x50 0,75 ct. NAA

350024 CYLIN. + R.P. 30° 0,125 Ø12x80 0,50 ct. NAA

350026 CYLIN. +R. P. 30° 0,125 Ø10x80 0,50 ct. NAA

0572 CYLIN. + R.P. 32° 0,500 Ø12x60 0,50 ct. NAA
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Natural diamond dressing plates

For dressing and shaping of abrasive wheels

Dressing plates represent an economic
alternative to the single-point  dressers.
The special  layout  of  diamonds allows
to  carry  out  easily  both  the  normal,
plane  dressing  (of  the  sole  wheel's
diameter) and the profiling and dressing.
Natural  diamonds  are  chosen  among
those having a long shape (rice grain /
needles). Moreover, selected diamonds

must  have  a  uniform  size.  They  are
positioned manually in the mould, taking
care  of  their  layout  in  order  to  avoid
diamond  gaps  while  using.  The
selection of diamonds, their layout and
the special metallic bond provide us with
a  tool  which  guarantees  dressing
constancy and a very good productivity.
In  most  cases  the  dressing  plate  can

replace the more expensive single-point
tools. Using dressing plates also means
a 50% saving due to the unproductive
times.  Dressing  plates  can  be
assembled  directly  on  suitable
machines  or  on  special  shanks  (both
fixed  and  movable),  if  they  have  to
replace any other kind of dresser. 

Assembling examples
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Natural diamond dressing plates

Graph concerning the tool's selection

Standard production list

type W X tool grit wheel grit

FN 215/11 20 15 N1100 46 - 54

FN 210/11 20 10 N1100 46 - 54

FN 515/11 15 15 N1100 46 - 54

FN 510/11 15 10 N1100 46 - 54

FN 115/11 10 15 N1100 46 - 54

FN 110/11 10 10 N1100 46 - 54

FN 215/09 20 15 N900 60 - 80

FN 210/09 20 10 N900 60 - 80

FN 515/09 15 15 N900 60 - 80

FN 510/09 15 10 N900 60 - 80

FN 115/09 10 15 N900 60 - 80

FN 110/09 10 10 N900 60 - 80

Quotas
X1

33

30

28
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Natural diamond dressing plates

Specification for shank-soldered tools: inclination's direction

Constructive sketches of some standard shanks

CONSTRUCTIVE SKETCH TYPE L1 L2 L2 / ß

CYLINDRICAL

Ø8
Ø10
Ø12

49

Length and diameters
different from our
standards upon

request

X=15  –  L2=23
X=10  –  L2=18

ß = 0° ÷ 5°

X=15  –  L2=23 ±0,5
X=10  –  L2=18 ±0,5

ß = 5° ÷ 15°

X=15  –  L2=23 ±1
X=10  –  L2=18 ±1

CM1 45,5 X=15  –  L2=26,5
X=10  –  L2=21,5

ß = 0° ÷ 5°

X=15  –  L2=26,5 ±0,5
X=10  –  L2=21,5 ±0,5

ß = 5° ÷ 15°

X=15  –  L2=26,5 ±1
X=10  –  L2=21,5 ±1

CM1

with threaded M6
traction hole

19 X=15  –  L2=26,5
X=10  –  L2=21,5

ß = 0° ÷ 5°

X=15  –  L2=26,5 ±0,5
X=10  –  L2=21,5 ±0,5

ß = 5° ÷ 15°

X=15  –  L2=26,5 ±1
X=10  –  L2=21,5 ±1

CM0 40 X=15  –  L2=26
X=10  –  L2=21

ß = 0° ÷ 5°

X=15  –  L2=26 ±0,5
X=10  –  L2=21 ±0,5

ß = 5° ÷ 15°

X=15  –  L2=26 ±1
X=10  –  L2=21 ±1
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Natural diamond dressing plates

Constructive sketches of some standard, pivoting shanks

CONSTRUCTIVE SKETCH TYPE L1 L2 L2 / ß

CYLINDRICAL

Ø8 cod. art. 0331

Ø10 cod. art. 0333

Ø12 cod. art. 0335

49 X=15  –  L2=34
X=10  –  L2=29

ß = 0° ÷ 5°

X=15  –  L2=34 ±0,5
X=10  –  L2=29 ±0,5

ß = 5° ÷ 15°

X=15  –  L2=34 ±1
X=10  –  L2=29 ±1

CM1 cod. art. 0337 45,5 X=15  –  L2=37,5
X=10  –  L2=32,5

ß = 0° ÷ 5°

X=15  –  L2=37,5 ±0,5
X=10  –  L2=32,5 ±0,5

ß = 5° ÷ 15°

X=15  –  L2=37,5 ±1
X=10  –  L2=32,5 ±1

CM1 cod. art. 0339

with threaded M6
traction hole

19 X=15  –  L2=37,5
X=10  –  L2=32,5

ß = 0° ÷ 5°

X=15  –  L2=37,5 ±0,5
X=10  –  L2=32,5 ±0,5

ß = 5° ÷ 15°

X=15  –  L2=37,5 ±1
X=10  –  L2=32,5 ±1

CM0 cod. art. 0341 40 X=15  –  L2=37
X=10  –  L2=32

ß = 0° ÷ 5°

X=15  –  L2=37 ±0,5
X=10  –  L2=32 ±0,5

ß = 5° ÷ 15°

X=15  –  L2=37 ±1
X=10  –  L2=32 ±1

CM1 TWINNED

cod. art. 0343

45,5 X=15  –  L2=40,5
X=10  –  L2=35,5

ß = 0° ÷ 5°

X=15  –  L2=40,5 ±0,5
X=10  –  L2=35,5 ±0,5

ß = 5° ÷ 15°

X=15  –  L2=40,5 ±1
X=10  –  L2=35,5 ±1
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Natural diamond dressing plates

Work positions and advised parameters
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Synthetic diamond dressing plates

Synthetic diamond dressing plates

Dressing plates belonging to the range
FC and  FM offer  many advantages  in
comparison  with  the  dressing  plates
made with natural diamonds. FC range
uses a diamond obtained by means of
the so-called CVD technology (chemical
vapour  deposition),  while  FM  range
uses  a  diamond  obtained  by  an
increase of a single crystal. More details
about these technological processes on
page  Errore:  sorgente  del  riferimento
non  trovata.  The  main  advantage  is
represented chiefly by the shape of the
resistant element used.  As a matter of
fact,  the  shape  evenness  of  the
diamond  element,  allows  to  keep  the
exact topography of the abrasive wheel
for  a  long  time  and  without  any
alteration.  In  other  words,  the  cutting

side of  the  abrasive wheel  is  perfectly
reproduced  each  time  dressing  and/or
re-profiling  is  made.  CNC  machines
benefit  from  this  definitely,  as
processing is made in bulk and in most
cases  automatically,  without  any
monitoring.  The cost  (more  expensive)
of this kind of tools is surely balanced by
their  longer  tool-life  and  by  a  drastic
reduction  of  unproductive  times.  The
advantages  of  this  range  of  tools  in
comparison  with  the  natural  diamond
ones are the following:

✔ definite dimensions of the active side
of the tool

✔ low level of impurities

✔ very  good  resistance  to  high

temperature

✔ constant results of the dressing stage

✔ exact  orientation  of  the  diamond
crystal

FC and FM (range) tools work like the
natural  diamond  dressing  tools  range
FN. The optimal choice of the tool must
take  into  consideration  the  following
criteria:

• The  diamond  dimension  must  be
proportional to the grit of the abrasive
wheel.

• The number of active stones must be
proportional  to the surface of  wheel
to be dressed.

Diamonds' orientation

FMD range of  tools  is  produced using
mono-crystal  synthetic  diamond.  This
kind  of  material  is  more  resistant  to
abrasion  only  when  it  is  lozenge-
oriented  (rhombus,  sketch on the left).

Only in this position the crystal gives its
best  performance,  as  work  forces  are
not perpendicular to the flaking planes.
On  the  contrary  FCD  tools  are  made
using  diamond  obtained  by  means  of

the  so-called  CVD  technological
process. This material does not present
preferential  work-lines;  therefore  it  can
be assembled both in flat (sketch on the
right) or in lozenge (sketch on the left).
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Synthetic diamond dressing plates

FMC tool list. Centered assembly

type stones SxS T B L H h wheel's grit

FMC 01-04 1 (*) 0,4x0,4 0,6 4 10 23 18 150÷240

FMC 02-04 2 0,4x0,4 0,6 4 10 23 18 150÷240

FMC 03-04 3 0,4x0,4 0,6 5 10 23 18 150÷240

FMC 04-04 4 0,4x0,4 0,6 6 10 23 18 150÷240

FMC 01-06 1 (*) 0,6x0,6 0,8 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FMC 02-06 2 0,6x0,6 0,8 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FMC 03-06 3 0,6x0,6 0,8 6 10 23 18 80÷120

FMC 04-06 4 0,6x0,6 0,8 8 10 23 18 80÷120

FMC 01-08 1 (*) 0,8x0,8 1,1 5 10 23 18 60

FMC 02-08 2 0,8x0,8 1,1 5 10 23 18 60

FMC 03-08 3 0,8x0,8 1,1 7 10 23 18 60

FMC 04-08 4 0,8x0,8 1,1 9 10 23 18 60

FMC 01-12 1 (*) 1,2x1,2 1,7 6 10 23 18 46

FMC 02-12 2 1,2x1,2 1,7 6 10 23 18 46

FMC 03-12 3 1,2x1,2 1,7 8 10 23 18 46

FMC 04-12 4 1,2x1,2 1,7 10 10 23 18 46

Item's variation. Indications hereby can reach the following quotas.

L h H

10,5 23 28

15

20

20,5

23

(*) As far as the study of single-diamond tools, see page 8
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Synthetic diamond dressing plates

FML tool list. Side assembly

type stones SxS T B L H h wheel's grit

FML 01-04 1(*) 0,4x0,4 0,6 4 10 23 18 150÷240

FML 02-04 2 0,4x0,4 0,6 4 10 23 18 150÷240

FML 03-04 3 0,4x0,4 0,6 5 10 23 18 150÷240

FML 04-04 4 0,4x0,4 0,6 6 10 23 18 150÷240

FML 01-06 1 (*) 0,6x0,6 0,8 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FML 02-06 2 0,6x0,6 0,8 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FML 03-06 3 0,6x0,6 0,8 6 10 23 18 80÷120

FML 04-06 4 0,6x0,6 0,8 8 10 23 18 80÷120

FML 01-08 1 (*) 0,8x0,8 1,1 5 10 23 18 60

FML 02-08 2 0,8x0,8 1,1 5 10 23 18 60

FML 03-08 3 0,8x0,8 1,1 7 10 23 18 60

FML 04-08 4 0,8x0,8 1,1 9 10 23 18 60

FML 01-12 1 (*) 1,2x1,2 1,7 6 10 23 18 46

FML 02-12 2 1,2x1,2 1,7 6 10 23 18 46

FML 03-12 3 1,2x1,2 1,7 8 10 23 18 46

FML 04-12 4 1,2x1,2 1,7 10 10 23 18 46

Item's variation. Indications hereby can reach the following quotas.

L h H

10,5 23 28

15

20

20,5

23

(*) As far as the study of single-diamond tools, see page 8
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Synthetic diamond dressing plates

FCC tool list. Centred assembly

type stones SxS T B L H h wheel's grit

FCC 01-06 1 (*) 0,6x0,6 0,6 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FCC 02-06 2 0,6x0,6 0,6 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FCC 03-06 3 0,6x0,6 0,6 6 10 23 18 80÷120

FCC 04-06 4 0,6x0,6 0,6 8 10 23 18 80÷120

FCC 01-08 1 (*) 0,8x0,8 0,8 5 10 23 18 60

FCC 02-08 2 0,8x0,8 0,8 5 10 23 18 60

FCC 03-08 3 0,8x0,8 0,8 7 10 23 18 60

FCC 04-08 4 0,8x0,8 0,8 9 10 23 18 60

FCC 01-12 1 (*) 1,2x1,2 1,2 6 10 23 18 46

FCC 02-12 2 1,2x1,2 1,2 6 10 23 18 46

FCC 03-12 3 1,2x1,2 1,2 8 10 23 18 46

FCC 04-12 4 1,2x1,2 1,2 10 10 23 18 46

Item's variation. Indications hereby can reach the following quotas.

L h H

10,5 23 28

15

20

20,5

23

(*) As far as the study of single-diamond tools, see page 8
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Synthetic diamond dressing plates

FCL tool list. Side assembly

CODE stones SxS T B L H h wheel's grit

FCL 01-06 1 (*) 0,6x0,6 0,6 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FCL 02-06 2 0,6x0,6 0,6 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FCL 03-06 3 0,6x0,6 0,6 6 10 23 18 80÷120

FCL 04-06 4 0,6x0,6 0,6 8 10 23 18 80÷120

FCL 01-08 1 (*) 0,8x0,8 0,8 5 10 23 18 60

FCL 02-08 2 0,8x0,8 0,8 5 10 23 18 60

FCL 03-08 3 0,8x0,8 0,8 7 10 23 18 60

FCL 04-08 4 0,8x0,8 0,8 9 10 23 18 60

FCL 01-12 1 (*) 1,2x1,2 1,2 6 10 23 18 46

FCL 02-12 2 1,2x1,2 1,2 6 10 23 18 46

FCL 03-12 3 1,2x1,2 1,2 8 10 23 18 46

FCL 04-12 4 1,2x1,2 1,2 10 10 23 18 46

Item's variation. Indications hereby can reach the following quotas.

L h H

10,5 23 28

15

20

20,5

23

(*) As far as the study of single-diamond tools, see page 8
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Synthetic diamond dressing plates

FCCL tool list. Centred assembly and lozenge positioning

CODE stones SxS T B L H h wheel's grit

FCCL 01-06 1 (*) 0,6x0,6 0,8 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FCCL 02-06 2 0,6x0,6 0,8 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FCCL 03-06 3 0,6x0,6 0,8 6 10 23 18 80÷120

FCCL 04-06 4 0,6x0,6 0,8 8 10 23 18 80÷120

FCCL 01-08 1 (*) 0,8x0,8 1,1 5 10 23 18 60

FCCL 02-08 2 0,8x0,8 1,1 5 10 23 18 60

FCCL 03-08 3 0,8x0,8 1,1 7 10 23 18 60

FCCL 04-08 4 0,8x0,8 1,1 9 10 23 18 60

FCCL 01-12 1 (*) 1,2x1,2 1,7 6 10 23 18 46

FCCL 02-12 2 1,2x1,2 1,7 6 10 23 18 46

FCCL 03-12 3 1,2x1,2 1,7 8 10 23 18 46

FCCL 04-12 4 1,2x1,2 1,7 10 10 23 18 46

Item's variation. Indications hereby can reach the following quotas.

L h H

10,5 23 28

15

20

20,5

23

(*) As far as the study of single-diamond tools, see page 8
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Synthetic diamond dressing plates

FCLL tool list. Side assembly and lozenge positioning

CODE stones SxS T B L H h wheel's grit

FCLL 01-06 1 (*) 0,6x0,6 0,8 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FCLL 02-06 2 0,6x0,6 0,8 4 10 23 18 80÷120

FCLL 03-06 3 0,6x0,6 0,8 6 10 23 18 80÷120

FCLL 04-06 4 0,6x0,6 0,8 8 10 23 18 80÷120

FCLL 01-08 1 (*) 0,8x0,8 1,1 5 10 23 18 60

FCLL 02-08 2 0,8x0,8 1,1 5 10 23 18 60

FCLL 03-08 3 0,8x0,8 1,1 7 10 23 18 60

FCLL 04-08 4 0,8x0,8 1,1 9 10 23 18 60

FCLL 01-12 1 (*) 1,2x1,2 1,7 6 10 23 18 46

FCLL 02-12 2 1,2x1,2 1,7 6 10 23 18 46

FCLL 03-12 3 1,2x1,2 1,7 8 10 23 18 46

FCLL 04-12 4 1,2x1,2 1,7 10 10 23 18 46

Item's variation. Indications hereby can reach the following quotas.

L h H

10,5 23 28

15

20

20,5

23

(*) As far as the study of single-diamond tools, see page 8
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Synthetic diamond dressing plates

Graph concerning the selection of the number of diamonds

For an optimal choice of single-diamond tools, see page 8

Typical sketches concerning the assembly on soldered shanks

The represented soldered shank has a cylindrical shape. When ordering pls. state diameter and length. As an alternative, we
can produce CM1 / CM0 /  CM1 shanks, with M6 traction hole,  or shanks having shape and dimensions proposed by our
customers.

Typical sketches concerning the pivoting shank

The represented pivoting shank has a cylindrical shape. When ordering pls. state diameter and length. As an alternative, we can
produce CM1 / CM0 / CM1 shanks, with M6 traction hole, or shanks having shape and dimensions proposed by our customers.
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Synthetic diamond dressing plates

Pre-sharpened tools' sketch

Some photos of our range of production
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Diamond impregnated dressers

Diamond impregnated tools

Diamond  impregnated  dressers  have
been  developed  from  multi-point
dressers. In comparison with the latter,
they  are  manufactured  from  a  very
resistant  and  sharpened  diamond  grit.
While dressing, a big number of  these
grits  work  simultaneously,  allowing  to
obtain an even and sharpened surface
of the abrasive wheel. These tools can
break  abrasive  grits  indeed;  so  doing
they  facilitate  and  reduce  the  cutting
forces.  Wheels  dressed  like  this  are
more  cutting  and  avoid  a  dangerous
over-heating  of  the  piece.  Diamond
impregnated dressers are ideally suited
to  the  following  applications:  dressing
fine  grit  grinding  wheels  in  resin,
vitreous  and  rubber  bond,  as  well  as
boron carbide grinding wheels; dressing
single  profile  thread  and  V-profile

grinding  wheels;  for  general  dressing
operations on centreless, cylindrical and
surface grinding machines. 

Instructions for use

Using  normal  dressing  speeds  is
important.  A plentiful  supply  of  coolant
should  be  provided  both  before  and
during dressing to prolong dresser life.
The  diamond-impregnated  cutting  face
of  the  dresser  should  be  perfectly  in
contact  with  the  wheel  face.  Ask  for
well-angled  shank in  order  to  facilitate
the contact between the faces. The feed
rates  used  may  be  twice  those  used
with  single-point  diamond  dressers.  A
depth pass of 0,01mm (for finishing) or
0,02  mm  for  rough  grinding  are
recommended.

Truing of CBN wheels in resin 
bond

This  method  is  only  applicable  with
boron nitride wheels  in  resin  bond not
with  diamond  wheels.  The  diamond
impregnated  dresser  should  be  of  the
impregnated  metal  or  electroplated
bond type containing diamond grit sizes
between D151 and D852. A depth pass
from 0,01mm up to 0,02mm has proved
to give good results with a cut of  only
0,005mm  for  the  last  truing  pass.
Efficient cooling is an absolute must. At
the  end  of  truing,  dressing  the  wheel
using an abrasive stick is advisable, as
truing  the  wheel  using  diamond
impregnated  dressers  levels  and
flattens the abrasive surface.

How to choose the diamond impregnated cylindrical dresser: guidelines
Ø wheel advised tool

<Ø300 Ø5 - Ø7

<Ø500 Ø8,5 - Ø10

>Ø500 and manual dressing Ø10 - Ø11

wheel's grit tool's grit

46 - 60 D711

60 - 80 D602

80 - 120 D427

120 - 200 D181

200 - 300 D91
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Diamond impregnated dressers

Standard production list of diamond impregnated cylindrical dressers

type carats dimensions grit

STC 100 1,00 Ø5x8 available
diamond grit

from
D76

up to
D1181

STC 200 2,00 Ø7x8

STC 300 3,00 Ø8,5x8

STC 400 4,00 Ø10x8

STC 500 5,00 Ø11x8

When ordering pls. state the code of the tool, the diamond's grit and the type of shank.
For instance: STC100 D427 Ø10x40

Typical assembly sketches

Diamond impregnated square dressers

type L x W x H grit

STP 60 10x5x8+2 available diamond grit
from D76

up to D1181
STP 50 15x6x8+2

STP 40 20x6x8+2

Typical assembly sketches
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Levelling skates

For rough grinding of silicon carbide wheels

Levelling skates are basically  diamond
impregnated  tools.  They  have  been
studied  purposely  for  rough
grinding/levelling  of  silicon  carbide  big
wheels;  they  have  been  manufactured

using a special synthetic diamond and a
metal  matrix,  highly  resistant  to
abrasion. These special skates remove
easily  considerable  volumes  of
abrasive. The wear of this tool is modest

in  comparison  with  the  quantity  of
removed  abrasive.  The  dimensions  of
the abrasive area and the shape of the
support  can  be  changed  according  to
the customer's specifications.

code dimensions body dimensions

0409 38 x 9,8 x 5 38 x 9,8 x 11

555000 RE-MOUNTING
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Multi-point diamond dressers

Mono/multi-layer tools with positioned diamonds

Multi-point diamond dressers consist of
a number of natural rough diamonds of
good  crystal  character  sintered  into  a
special  wear-resistant  bond.  The multi-
point  diamond  dresser  is  ideal  for
coarse  or  rough  dressing  of  grinding
wheels (of 80 grit and more). Dressing
costs  are  substantially  reduced  as  the
diamonds used in  this  type of  dresser
are  much cheaper  than those used in

single-point diamond dressers; they can
be used completely.

Instructions for use

The  dressing  face  of  the  multi-point
diamond  dresser  should  be  set  at  an
angle  of  90°  to  the  grinding  wheel  so
that  all  the  diamond  points  are  in
contact  at  the  same  time.  Also  the

shank  of  the  tool  can  be  produced  in
order  to  make  the  processing  easier.
Depth  per  stroke  can  be  included
between 0,01mm and 0,05mm. Feed is
between  0,3mm/turn  1,5  mm/turn.  RM
tool is very resistant even to fortuitous
impacts. An adequate supply of coolant
should be used both before and during
the  dressing  operation,  directly  on  the
tool. 

Mono-layer tools

type diamonds x
layer

Ø x h wheel grit suggested
applications

RMM 100 6 x 1 Ø14x6 <= 60 For truing new
wheels on

their supports
and for a
coarse

dressing.

RMM 150 9 x 1 Ø14x6 <= 60

RMM 200 12 x 1 Ø14x6 <= 60

RMM 300 15 x 1 Ø14x6 <= 60
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Multi-point diamond dressers

Cylindrical multi-layer tools

type diamonds x
layer

Ø x h wheel grit suggested
applications

RMC 100 6 x 5 Ø8,5x10 >= 60 For
conventional
dressing of
medium rim

wheels

RMC 250 13 x 5 Ø11x14 >= 60

RMC 500 25 x 5 Ø15x16 >= 60

Square multi-layer tools

type diamonds x
layer

dim. wheel grit suggested
applications

RMQ 500 16 x 5 15 x 15 x 15 >= 60 For
conventional
dressing of
small and
large rim
wheels.

RMQ 300 9 x 5 15 x 15 x 15 >= 60

RMQ 250 12 x 3 12 x 12 x 14 >= 60

RMQ 200 16 x 3 10 x 10 x 10 >= 60

RMQ 150 12 x 3 10 x 8 x 10 >= 60
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Diamond roller dressers

Mono/multi-row circular tools

Circular tools are used in different fields.
They can be used for straight dressing
and  for  profiling,  on  big  and  on  small
wheels. First quality diamonds, needle-
shaped  or  octahedral,  are  used  to
produce  these  tools.  A  special  bond,
resistant to abrasion, binds the diamond

grits  positioned  over  the  tool.  The
diamond  roller  dresser  is  perfectly
simple to use. Its operation is basically
the  same  as  that  of  a  single-point
diamond dresser except that, after each
single diamond or row of diamonds has
been used, new points can be put into

operation  simply  by  rotating  the  roller
slightly. An ample supply of coolant and
a depth of cut of 0,02 – 0,03 mm max.
are  prerequisites  for  long  tool  life.
Special  tools  can  be  produced  in
accordance  with  the  customer's
specifications.

Mono-row circular dressers

code type dimensions hole alignment

150010 C60 Ø15 x 4 4 LT1S

150020 C62 Ø17 x 4 4 LT1S

120010 C4/21 Ø21 x 4,5 6 LT1S

120030 C7/21 Ø21 x 4,5 6 LT1S

120040 C4/25 Ø25 x 4,5 6 LT1S

120050 C7/25 Ø25 x 4,5 6 LT1S

120070 C4/30 Ø30 x 4,5 6 LT1S

0613 C4/30 Ø30 x 4,5 6 SVR

Mono-row circular, sharpened dressers

code type dimensions hole alignment

0575 C7/25-60° Ø25 x 5 - 60° 6 CN
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Diamond roller dressers

Single-point roller dressers

code type dimensions hole alignment

130060 2P1 Ø12 x 10 CN

130010 6P1/100 Ø17 x 6 6 CN1S

130012 8P1/120 Ø17 x 6 6 CN1S

0907 8P1/120 Ø17 x 6 6 CN

130020 6P1/120 Ø17 x 6 6 CN1S

510048 4P1/120 Ø19 x 6 6 CN1S

130030 6P1/150 Ø19 x 6 6 CN1S

0629 4P1/200 Ø21x6 6 CN

0243 4P1/080 Ø25 x 6 6 CN1S

0710 4P1/060 Ø25 x 6 6 CN1S

130050 6P1/150 Ø25 x 6 6 CN1S

0608 8P1/200 Ø25 x 6 6 CN1S

Mono-row Maccless dressers 

code type dimensions hole alignment

0292 4001P Ø25 x 5 6 CN2S

140010 8001C Ø25 x 5 6 LT1S

140012 8001P Ø25 x 5 6 LT1S

140020 6001C Ø25 x 5 6 LT1S

140022 6001P Ø25 x 5 6 LT1S

510060 6001P Ø25 x 5 6 SVR

0709 8001C Ø25 x 5 6 CN2S

Alignments of mono-row dressers with respect to the body of the tool
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Diamond roller dressers

CVD single-point circular dressers

code type dimensions hole alignment

080250 CCL 04-06 Ø25 x 4,5 6 SVR

Multi-row circular dressers

code type diamonds dimensions hole alignment

0288 18 x 2 Ø12 x 5 4 CN

150030 C8 57 x 2 Ø17 x 5 6 LT1S

110010 C16 30 x 4 Ø18 x 8 6 CN1S

110020 C20 24 x 4 Ø18 x 8 6 CN1S

110030 C24 30 x 4 Ø21 x 9 6 CN1S

110040 C24S 24 x 4 Ø21 x 9 6 CN1S

110050 CX 30 x 5 Ø21 x 9 6 CN1S

110060 C26 48 x 6 Ø21 x 10,5 6 CN1S

110070 C26S 48 x 6 Ø21 x 10,5 6 CN1S

110080 C36 48 x 4 Ø21 x 8,5 6 CN1S

Multi-row octagonal dressers

code type diamonds Dimensions hole alignment

0850 CDM 10 3 x 8 21 x 9 6 CN1S
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Diamond roller dressers

Cone-shaped roller dressers

code diamonds dimensions hole alignment

0434 16 x 2 Ø14 x 4 - 45° 4 CN

0411 16 x 2 Ø14 x 4 - 45° 4 CN1S

code type

0285 shank CM1 / 45° for roller dresser 556034

Internal electroplated roller dresser

code grit dimensions hole alignment

0577 D501 Ø15 x 2 4 CN

code type

0578 shank CM1 / 15° for roller dresser 0577

Impregnated roller dressers

code n°pt. / type dimensions hole alignment

558005 D427 Ø21 x 8 6 CN1S
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Diamond roller dressers

Standard shanks

code Ø tool shank hole

0579 Ø18 cylindrical M6

0580 Ø21 cylindrical M6

0581 Ø25 cylindrical M6

0582 Ø30 cylindrical M6

0652 Ø18 CM1 M6

0653 Ø21 CM1 M6

0654 Ø25 CM1 M6

0655 Ø30 CM1 M6

0656 Ø25 CM0 M6

0657 Ø21 CM0 M6
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Mechanical fixing dressers

Tools with a poly-crystalline diamond plate

Mechanical  fixing  dressers  offer  many
economic  and  operational  advantages.
They  are  equipped  with  a  special
polycrystalline diamond aggregate, in a
triangle  shape,  which  works  as  an
operative  diamond  point.  Six  work
points can be used in sequence without

being obliged to dismantle the tool from
its  normal  support.  Like this  you avoid
costly  unproductive  times  and  tool  re-
sharpening. These tools are suitable for
abrasive  wheels  of  80  grit  up  to  120.
They lend themselves to the realization
of special profiles on the wheel. These

profiles  are  limited  by  the  plate's
geometry which has a 60° angle on the
peak and no definite joint radius. On this
page  two  models  of  tool  support  are
reported.  Special  supports,  suitably
specified with a sketch, can be made on
request.

Standard production list

code type rake angle dimensions description

510010 Ø12 7° Ø12 x 100 tool including molding box and locking key.
The plate is excluded

code type rake angle dimensions description

510012 CM1 30° CM1 x 41 tool including molding box and locking key.
The plate is excluded
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Mechanical fixing dressers

Poly-crystalline plate and spares list

code type

AB0182 poly-crystalline plate

code type

380090 molding box complete with pin

380080 locking key
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Reishauer NZA machine profilers

In poly-crystalline diamond, for dressing of gears grinding wheels

Reishauer NZA machine tools are made
using a very first quality, poly-crystalline
diamond,  very  resistant  to  abrasion.  A
special  mechanical  process  and  an
accurate  finishing  of  the  cutting  edge,

make  this  tool  an  economic  and
performing substitute in comparison with
the  same  tool  made  with  natural
diamond.  This  kind  of  tool  can  be  re-
sharpened.  The  number  of  re-

sharpening  is  inversely  proportional  to
the  wear  degree.  The  more  tools  are
worn,  the  less  they  need  to  be  re-
sharpened. 

code type L dimensions

390010 RSH/13 13 16 x 51 x 9,5

390020 RSH 8 16 x 46 x 9,5
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Hand-held diamond dressers

Impregnated- and set diamond dressers

Hand-held  diamond  dressers  can  be
used  on  any  kind  and  dimension  of
abrasive  wheel.  They  are  used
predominantly  on tool  grinders  and on
various  machines  which  do  not  have
built-in  provision  for  dressing.  The
edges  of  silicon-carbide  wheels  on

cylindrical  and  face  grinding  machines
can also be finished using these hand-
held dressing tools. Or,  with a suitable
manoeuvre,  small  joint  radii  can  be
obtained. The hand-held dresser is able
to  carry  out  the  dressing  operation
easily  and  rapidly.  These  tools  should

be  held  with  both  hands  on  the
workpiece  mounting  on  the  grinding
machine, and gentle pressure should be
applied  whilst  moving  the  dresser
across the grinding wheel until the out-
of-round  has  been  corrected  and  the
wheel is sharp.

Frontal and impregnated hand-held dressers

code type dimensions total length grit type

200000 RHC250 12 x 20 x 4,5 220 D712 frontal

200010 RHC400 20 x 15 x 4,5 220 D712 frontal

200020 RHC600 20 x 18 x 4,5 220 D712 frontal

200002 RHC250/D301 12 x 20 x 4,5 220 D301 frontal

200025 RHC600/D301 20 x 18 x 4,5 220 D301 frontal
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Hand-held diamond dressers

Impregnated and flag hand-held dressers

code type dimensions total length grit type

0584 RHC250/F 20 x 12 x 4,5 220 D711 flag

0585 RHC400/F 20 x 15 x 4,5 220 D711 flag

0586 RHC600/F 20 x 18 x 4,5 220 D711 flag

0587 RHC250/FC 20 x 12 x 4,5 220 D711 bent flag

0588 RHC400/FC 20 x 15 x 4,5 220 D711 bent flag

0589 RHC600/FC 20 x 18 x 4,5 220 D711 bent flag

Impregnated hand-held dressers

code type dimensions total length grit type

0490 RHC 10 15 x 15 x 7 220 D711 flag
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Hand-held diamond dressers

Hand-held dressers with frontal set diamonds

code type dimensions total length diamonds type

510000 RH100 10 x 15 x 12 220 12 frontal

200030 RH200 20 x 10 x 12 220 21 frontal

552020 RH400 24 x 13 x 12 220 40 frontal

Hand-held dressers with set diamonds, integrated shank

code type dimensions total length diamonds type

0583 RH400/INT 24 x 13 x 12 260 40 integrated
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Hand-held diamond dressers

Hand-held dressers with set diamonds adjustable

The  head  of  the  manual  dresser
adjustable  has  possibility  to  be
climbed on in two different positions.
This  way doing,  the tool  allows the

operator to thin down or to shape the
abrasive wheel  with  extreme facility
The tool it allows to work the wheel
on the side or  on the  diameter.  Or

produce  hollow  on  the  side  of  the
wheel or to thin down convex rays.

code type dimensions Ltotal lenght diamonds type

0852 Dresser RH400 24 x 13 x 12 40 orientabile

0851 Handle Ø16 300
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Diamond dressing sticks

Diamond sticks

This range of tools has been studied to
retouch rapidly the abrasive wheels. The
grit, the bond and the dimensions of the
diamond stick allow to work on different

abrasive wheels,  from the softer  up to
the harder ones, from the coarse to the
thin  grit.  For  internal,  external  and  for
grinding  wheels.  These  tools  are  very

versatile  and  they  should  be  always
kept within reach to solve any dressing
problem.

code type dimensions grit

0315 STB30 40 x 6 x 8 D151

558048 STB40 70 x 6 x 8 D213

558050 STB40/D427 70 x 6 x 8 D427

558052 STB40/D712 70 x 6 x 8 D712
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Diamond dressing blocks

For dressing resin bond wheels

Diamond dressing blocks  are  used for
dressing resin bond diamond and CBN
grinding  wheels.  The  dressing  block
must be fixed on a magnetic table or in
a  vice.  The  grinding  wheel  should
oscillate  with  efficient  cooling  over  the
diamond  dressing  block.  Down  feed,

depending on the grit sizes between 1µ
and  4µ.  This  economical  and  time-
saving  dressing  method  produces  a
more true-running grinding wheel. After
dressing, it  is  necessary to  re-sharpen
the  grinding  wheel  using  a  dressing
stick.  Diamond  dressing  blocks  have

also proved successful in cutting simple
profiles  on  grinding  wheels.  Once  the
basic  profile  shape  in  steel  has  been
manufactured,  we  can  impregnate  it
with diamond. The wheel will be dressed
along the profile on the diamond block.

Standard production list

code type dimensions grit

0594 BLK 01 64 x 25 x 25 D151 + D213
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Tool- supports and hand-grips

CM1 shanks

Supports  and  hand-grips  have  been
studied to facilitate the use of dressing
tools  with  a  CM1  shank.  The  Ø80
support  can  be  easily  fixed  on  a
magnetic  table.  The  dressing  tool  is

firmly  blocked  and  dressing  can  be
done.  The  cylindrical  shank  allows  to
use manually different kinds of dressers
provided that they are equipped with a
CM1  shank.  It  is  the  same  with  the

hexagonal  and with  the square shank.
Moreover, this kind of supports can be
easily fixed on magnetic planes.

Ø80 support

code shanks dimensions type

0595 1 x CM1 Ø80 support

Cylindrical hand-grip

code shanks dimensions type

0596 1 x CM1 Ø14 x 210 cylindrical
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Tool-supports and hand-grips

Hexagonal support

code shanks dimensions type

0597 1 x CM1 CH16 x 210 hexagonal

Square support, with double CM1 seat

code shanks dimensions type

0598 2 x CM1 18 x 18 x 210 square

Extraction key (for pulling out shanks from supports)

code dimensions

0599 5 x 194
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Questions

Some useful questions for choosing the most suitable tool

The choice of the most suitable tool for
a correct dressing operation is the result
of  the  evaluation  of  different
components.  These questions  allow to

focus the whole grinding process. This
facilitates the choice towards the most
suitable  tool.  Please  make  a  copy  of
these  questions,  answer  correctly  and

return it to us by fax or e-mail. We will
get in touch with you as soon as they
have been thoroughly examined.

Customer: Technical information: □

Estimate: □

Order: □

Piece to be worked: Description of the piece to be worked:

Kind of material to be worked:

Quality of the surface to be obtained:
(Ra Rt Rz)

Machine: Supplier:

Kind:

Grinding process:
(outer inclined wheel, outer straight wheel, inner, , tangential, sharpening, centerless)

Coolant:
(kind, flow, adducing, percentage of emulsion, filtering)

Abrasive wheel: Dimensions:
(external diameter, thickness, hole, kind)

Specification:
(abrasive, grit, hardness, structure, bond

Abrasive wheel's supplier:

Used dresser: Description:

Dimensions:
(dimensions of the tool and/or of the shank)

Specifications:

Dressing method: Dressing of the sole wheel's diameter   □

Dressing of the diameter and of the side of the wheel   □

Profiling   □
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Questions

Dressing 
parameters

Peripheral speed of the wheel during dressing operations (m/s):

Stroke depth (mm)

Dresser feed (mm/turn)

Special requests

Problems
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Notes
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